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Abstract: 

Real-time fault diagnosis of transformer operation is an important approach to protect the safe and stable 

operation of the power system. The traditional diagnosis approach has some problems such as low data 

quality, low fault diagnosis efficiency, and difficult diagnosis model construction, so a transformer fault 

diagnosis model based on a digital twin is proposed. Firstly, the physical entity of the transformer is 

combined with the virtual model, and the digital twin model is modified according to the condition 

monitoring data obtained from the sensor and the simulation data of the twin model, and the characteristic 

parameters are extracted. Then the BP neural network algorithm is used to diagnose the types of faults 

and analyze the possible causes of faults, which can help reduce the maintenance cost and cycle of 

transformers, improve the efficiency of fault diagnosis, and make the transformers operate safely and 

reliably. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The transformer is key equipment in the power transmission and distribution system. The safe and 

reliable operation of a transformer is the foundation of the safe and reliable operation of the power supply 

network. Once a fault occurs, power use and safe operation will be affected [1]. Real-time fault diagnosis 

according to the operation of the transformer can be found and handled in time, to avoid huge economic 

losses. At present, the transformer fault diagnosis method is mostly through the combination of manual 

data sampling and online parameter sampling, and the maintenance persons can judge the running state of 

the transformer according to the sampling data. However, as manual judgment is generally combined with 

the current sampling data, the fault diagnosis efficiency is low, and the fault source and fault type cannot 

be found in time [2-3]. 

Digital twinning provides a new way to solve these problems. The university of the defense acquisition 

definition digital twin, "twin is made full use of the physical model and digital sensors, operation process, 

such as data, integrated multidisciplinary, multiple quantities, multi-scale, probability simulation process, 

completed in the virtual space mapping of the physical world, which reflects the corresponding physical 

entity full lifecycle process" [4-5]. Digital twinning technology has a wide range of applications. It can 

also be applied to the field of energy. Chinese Academician Lu Qiang also proposed the concept of digital 
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power systems very early and pointed out that digital power systems can be used to improve the security 

and stability of power systems [6]. 

Digital twin through digital means to build a digital world in the same entity, to simulate its behavior in 

the real environment, and the past and present the act or process of dynamically, effectively reflect the 

system running situation, thus the unpredictable situation more real and comprehensive detection [7]. 

Using virtual-real interactive feedback, data fusion analysis, and decision iterative optimization, it provides 

more real-time, efficient, and intelligent operation or operation services for physical entities. 

 

II. RESEARCH STATUS 

 

In the power system, the transformer is used for voltage conversion and transmission, which plays a 

significant role in the safe operation of the power grid. In industrial applications, it is necessary to monitor 

the operating state of transformers and find latent faults in time to safeguard the power system security [8]. 

For the stability of the power system, a lot of researchers have researches the fault diagnosis method of the 

transformer. Yu Jianli et al. used a neural network to diagnose transformer fault state, and its accuracy is 

significantly improved [9]. Umasankar L et al. proposed a method of combining wavelet transform and 

neural network to classify transformer internal fault signals To improve the sensitivity of fault diagnosis 

[10]. Zou A et al. proposed A multi-input multi-output polynomial neural network method for fault 

diagnosis, which improved the anti-interference ability of the classification model [11]. Wang YS et al. 

analyzed the importance of the evaluation uncertainty because of the problems in the life evaluation factors 

and methods of power equipment and proposed the evaluation method of random fuzzy theory, which 

provided a basis for the operation and maintenance of transformers and guaranteed the safety of power 

equipment to a certain extent [12]. Nagpal et al. analyzed the fault of the 110KV transformer by using the 

diagnosis system of sample fusion and verified the availability and correctness of the system through 

experiments. The results show that the expert system can simplify the fusion data and improve the fusion 

accuracy [13]. Canyon L V et al. used a multilayer SYM classifier to classify the processed fault data. The 

test results show that SVM can predict transformer faults quickly and accurately [14]. Shi Yijin et al. used 

particle swarm optimization (PSO) to optimize the parameters of kernel function and improve the fault 

diagnosis accuracy of the transformer [15]. Tu Songjiang et al. used a genetic algorithm to optimize SVM 

to improve the accuracy of transformer state diagnosis [16]. Tran V T et al. used DBN to extract fault 

feature signals of compressor valves, and SFAM to identify fault states of compressor valves [17]. 

  Different from the above literature, we use digital twin technology to diagnose transformer faults, 

maps the condition of the transformer in the physical space in the digital space, conducts interactive 

feedback between the virtual model and the physical entity, and analyze the fault cause according to the 

real-time state parameters. 

III. DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING 

 

3.1 Establishment of three-dimensional transformer model 

The structural parameters, material parameters, geometric parameters, and physical relationship of the 

transformer can be obtained through the specification and actual measurement analysis, and the structure 
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and size of the equipment can be accurately expressed, especially the key characteristic parameters. Using 

CAE modeling software, create a 3d model of the transformer. The three-dimensional model of the 

transformer is shown in Figure 1: 

 

 
Fig.1 The 3d model of oil-immersed transformer 

 

3.2 Transformer operating status data collected by the sensor 

 

To carry out real-time monitoring and accurate evaluation of the running state of transformer 

equipment, it needs to install various sensing devices to realize the comprehensive perception of all aspects 

of the state quantity. Such as dissolved gas in oil sensing device, moisture sensing device, oil in the electric 

field sensing device, Uhf sensing device, the SF6 sensing device, grounding current sensing device, etc., as 

shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig.2 Various sensing devices for transformers 

 

The operating status data obtained from various sensing devices include numerical information of 

temperature, humidity, and noise of transformer environmental status, numerical information reflecting 

transformer operating status, and quality information reflecting transformer operating status. Then 

combined with operating environment data, operation and maintenance data, fault case data, etc., 

multi-source data fusion technology is used to realize multi-dimensional, whole-process, panoramic, and 

full-link depth perception of transformer state, providing data guarantee for digital twin technology in 

transformer diagnosis. 
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3.3 Data Processing 

 

Multi-dimensional data of transformer operating state are obtained by various sensing devices, but the 

data quality is often low, with redundant data, missing data, uncertain data, and inconsistent data. 

Therefore, the key characteristic parameters of the transformer and the signal collected by the sensor are 

processed to improve the quality of the data set, to provide quality assurance for the digital twin 

technology in transformer fault diagnosis. 

 

IV. TRANSFORMER FAULT DIAGNOSIS MODEL BASED ON DIGITAL TWIN 

 

4.1 Create digital twin model of transformer 

 

It is a faithful digital description of a physical entity in virtual space to build a digital twin model with 

high fidelity. It uses a digital model and reliable perception to transmit data to the information layer in 

real-time to realize intelligent perception and real-time interaction. 

In this paper, the digital twin model of the corresponding transformer is constructed. It integrates and 

integrates four layers of geometric, physical, behavior, and rule models. The geometric model of the 

transformer includes the geometric size, shape and position relationship between the components of the 

transformer and the shell, the winding mode of the first and second windings, the assembly and plug 

relationship between the lead and the core, and the final box cover and casing assembly structure and other 

parameters; The physical model is stored in the real environment of the transformer structure parameters, 

under the impact voltage, electric field force of the transformer winding and insulation stress analysis and 

test, and under the action of external force of the transformer box and various components of the 

compressive, damage resistance and other performance test; To realize the function of boost and buck by 

using the principle of electromagnetic induction and the ratio of winding turns, the transformer fault 

diagnosis model is constructed to analyze the data of gas in oil and simulate its operation state, so that the 

digital twin can simulate the actual operation condition in a super realistic way and carry out fault 

diagnosis analysis. The rule model is the storage transformer field-related industry standards and 

guidelines, transformer use manual, expert knowledge, and neural network mining rules, etc. 

Then after the completion of its geometry, physics, behavior, and rules, and other dimensions of the 

model, through the connection of the model of each layer fusion and integration, the formation of digital 

twin virtual model of the transformer, mainly to accomplish the transformer work process simulation, 

optimization, evaluation, and real-time monitoring. The whole process is shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig.3 Create the flow chart of transformer digital twin model 

 

 

 

 

4.1.1 Calibration of the digital twin model 

 

To ensure the validity of the digital twin model, it is necessary to verify the constructed model to verify 

whether the model describes and describes the state or characteristics of physical objects correctly. If the 

model verification results are not correct, the model needs to be calibrated to make the model closer to the 

actual running state of the physical object. 

Firstly, the operating state data of the transformer is input into the digital twin model, which drives the 

transformer to work virtually in the computer. Then the data collected in the physical system module is 

compared with the simulation data, and the deviation value is calculated. Finally, according to the 

deviation value, whether the digital twin model matches the transformer entity or not is judged. If not, the 

parameters are adjusted to know the match. If matching, output transformer digital twin model. 

 

4.2 Transformer fault diagnosis model 

 

The transformer fault diagnosis model constructed by digital twinning technology can collect fault data 

in real-time and simulate the actual operation state. Its model is divided into a physical entity, digital twin, 

twin database, and connection between parts. The composition of each part is shown in Figure 4: 
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Fig.4 Transformer fault diagnosis model based on digital twin 

(1)The physical entity consists of the actual transformer and sensor system. The sensor collects the 

operation data of the transformer in real-time and transmits it to the twin database for storage. 

(2)Digital twin is a digital mapping of physical entities in virtual space, which monitors the operation 

status of transformer entities in real-time, and the simulation data are uploaded to the database in real-time.  

(3)Twin database entities stored in transformer manufacturing, principle, components and structure of 

virtual transformer geometrical, physical model, behavior rules and all the data information, real-time data, 

the simulation of virtual transformer data, using the optimized BP transformer fault diagnosis model is 

derived in the process of fault diagnosis data information. 

(4)The connection between each part can realize the dynamic flow of data, real-time update, and 

iteration of data, optimize the digital twin of simulation, and make it closer to the transformer entity. 

Through the analysis of transformer fault diagnosis results, the transformer repair and maintenance scheme 

can be optimized and the probability of fault occurrence can be reduced. 

 

4.2.1 BP neural network for fault diagnosis 

 

For the transformer fault diagnosis model based on digital twinning technology, BP neural network 

will be used to diagnose the transformer fault. The network is an imitation of human brain thinking and 

memory patterns, through professional technology to ultimately achieve the integration of information 

collection processing. Generally, the neural network has super adaptive ability, independent learning 

ability, and nonlinear mapping ability, which is very convenient and effective in signal processing, 

management, and fault diagnosis. When the transformer fault is diagnosed by BP neural network, the 

threshold and weight are adjusted mainly using the difference between the actual output and the initial 

desired output, so that the difference between the two is gradually reduced and consistency is achieved. In 

the diagnosis of transformer related faults based on BP neural network, its flow chart is shown in Figure 5: 
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Fig.5 Based on BP neural network for transformer fault diagnosis process 

(1) Extract feature vectors 

Extract the feature vector group composed of data in the physical system and digital twin module. 

(2) Fault mode classification 

Transformer fault mode is divided into: normal, low temperature overheating, medium temperature 

overheating, high temperature overheating, partial discharge, low energy discharge, high energy discharge.  

(3) Train BP neural network 

First, the proportion of dissolved gases in five kinds of insulating oil, H2, CH4, C2H6, C2H4, and 

C2H2, is selected as the judgment basis, and the percentage of these five kinds of gases is taken as the 

input feature vector of BP neural network. Secondly, the seven fault types of normal, low-temperature 

overheating, medium-temperature overheating, high-temperature overheating, partial discharge, 

low-energy discharge, and high-energy discharge are coded as the output of the neural network. Third, the 

neural network of infinite hidden layer nodes can approximate any continuous function in the mapping 

interval, but the increase of hidden layer nodes will make the neural network structure more complex, 

increase the calculation workload, and prolong the training time. Therefore, a reasonable number of hidden 

nodes is required. Fourth, the neural network is calibrated and verified by combining the physical system 

data of the transformer and the simulation data of the digital twin. If the training requirements are not met, 

the training parameters are modified and the training continues until the neural network meeting the fitting 

requirements is trained. 

(4) Fault diagnosis 

The data collected in the actual operation of the transformer are input into the neural network trained to 

obtain the fault that is closest to the fitting degree of the fault model. The neural network outputs the 

current fault type and realizes the fault diagnosis of the transformer. 
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V. CONCLUDES 

 

The transformer is the most critical and indispensable equipment in the whole power system at present, 

and it is also the most common equipment in power accidents. Therefore, to ensure the stability of the 

power system, we use the digital twinning technology to propose a transformer fault diagnosis method 

based on digital twinning, which monitors the state of the transformer, alarms when the fault occurs and 

uses BP neural network to analyze the fault and determine the fault reason. The model can reduce the 

maintenance cost and cycle of the transformer, improve the efficiency of fault diagnosis, and ensure the 

safe and reliable operation of the transformer. 
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